
 

 

                               

 

REVISION QUESTIONS  

CLASS 6  



 

 

FIRST MONTH ; NATURE 

 WEEK  ONE 

ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE(articles) 

 

SOUND AND WORD 
BUILDING 

Give 3 words with the following sounds  ie,ee,ea,ei 

MATHEMATICS Give a set of even numbers from 1 to 30 

HISTORY What is civilization? 

Geography What is the total population of Africa? 

Citizenship What is gambling? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUC Name four weather instruments you know 

HEALTH EDUCATION Name the types of latrines found in your locality 

Home Economics Name five needle work equipments 

ICT Name three modern ICT tools and three traditional tools 

CATECHISM Who is God? 

TECH AND ENGINEER What is technology? 

Agro Pastoral What is agro pastoral? 

 

 

WEEK TWO 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Classify the following under countable and uncountable 
nouns;house,rice,water,car,chair,meat 

S/W building Give two words each with the following consonants 
blends, br,bl,gl,dr 

MATHEMATICS Find the difference between 106702 and 92789 

HISTORY The Egyptians kings were called ?  

GEOGRAPHY Give the  capital and president  of the following 
countries, Chad,Gabon,Senegal 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUC What is respiration? 

CATECHISM Give the first 3 commandments 

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEER Give two importance of technology 

AGRO PASTORAL Define the following ; shifting cultivation and 
subsistence agriculture 

ICT Draw a computer and name its parts 

 

WEEK THREE 

MATHEMATICS Find the product of 278 and 920 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Give three words with each sound; ch and sh 

GEOGRAPHY Define the following mountain and relief 

HISTORY Who rule the Ghana empire? 

CITIZENSHIP What is drug abuse? 

HEALTH EDUCATION Define air and give two characteristics 

HOME ECONS What is laundry? 

CATECHISM The bible is divided into how many books? Name them 

AGRO PAST Draw three agricultural tools 

TECH AND ENGIN Name three engineering professions 



 

 

 

SECOND MONTH; THE VILLAGE/ TOWN 

WEEK ONE 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Write two sentences in the reported speech 

MATHEMATICS Find the average of 4,7,1,0 and 3 

HISTORY  Name the empires of western Sudan 

CITIZENSHIP Give three rights of child 

Environmental EDUC  

HOME ECONS List the laundry processes 

ICT Give two dangers of using ICT 

HEALTH EDUC Give three uses of air 

TECHN AND ENGI  Name five tools use in technology 

 

WEEK TWO 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Dictation of about 5 to 7 lines 
Give five words with the  ai sound  

MATHEMATICS A girl left her house at 7:30 AM to go to school. She walked for 120 
minutes. At what time did she arrive in school? 

HISTORY What do you understand by dark ages? 

Geography Describe the vegetation of Africa 

CITIZENSHIP What is a council? Define alcoholism 

HEALTH EDUCA What is pollution? Name the types of pollution you know 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUC  

ICT Who invented the first computer? 

TECH AND ENGINEE Name two machines used in technology 

HOME ECONOMICS How do we call the place where a pregnant woman is taking care of? 
What is the first signe of pregnancy? 

 

 

WEEK THREE 

ENGLISH LANGUANGE Give the synonyms of the following words, ancient,help,circular,risky,fall 

MATHEMATICS List down the set of square numbers from 1 to 50 
Add 234.54 AND 7.9765 

HISTORY What do you understand by reformation? 
Where did reformation started? 

GEOGRAPHY Define the following; mining, lumbering and fishing 

CITIZENSHIP What is drug abuse? 
Who is the head of a region? 

HEALTH EDUC Cassava and orange falls under which classes of food? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU What is matter? Name the different state of matter you know 

HOME ECONOMICS How do we call the instrument use to cover the finger when doing needle 
work? 
A woman that sews dresses is called? 



 

 

CATECHISM Where does God stays? 
The family of God is manifested through? 

ICT Give two ways how to take care of ICT tools 

AGRO PASTORAL  

  

THIRD MONTH; THE SCHOOL 

WEEK ONE 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Dictation of 10 lines 
Conjugate the following verbs in the simple present tense; eat ,dance and sing 

MATHEMATICS Add 20 and 35 in base 4 
Change 12.25 to a fraction 

GEOGRAPHY What do understand by tourism? Name three touristic sites found in Cameroon 

HISTORY  

CITIZENSHIP Who is the president of the senat, who is the president of the national assembly? 
What do you understand by gender? 

HEALTH EDUCATION Give three functions of food to the body 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCA Give the different properties of matter 

HOME ECONOMICS List the parts of a house 

CATECHISM What was the lord’s prayer? 

AGRO PASTORAL Name the different farming process you know 
What is tilling? 

ICT Practical work ; type a text and save in Word 

 

WEEK TWO 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Construct questions using what,where,why and how 

MATHEMATICS Subtract 20 from 35 in base 4 
Find the product of 12.24 and 2.4 

HISTORY What is industrial revolution? 

GEOGRAPHY Give the currencies used in Gabon, Nigeria  

CITIZENSHIP List the emblems of Cameroon 
Who is the prime minister of Cameroon? 
A citizen has rights and duties. Write down one duty of a citizen 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU What is a forest? 

ICT Name three computer inputs you know 

CATECHISM Name three miracles Jesus made 

TECH AND ENGINEER Draw four construction tools you know 

 

WEEK THREE 

MATHEMATICS Round to two decimal places ; 34.657 and 57.0098 
A triangle  that has two angles 60° and 58° find the third angle 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Write short sentences with the following words; anxious,journey,pretty and smart 
Give the past tense of the following words; go,bite,begin,drink and beat 

HISTORY What was the first empire of western Sudan? 
Why did the industrial revolution began in England? 

GEOGRAPHY Which is the highest mountain in Africa? 
Give the capital of the following countries; Central Africa, Congo, and Equatorial guinea 

HEALTH EDUCATION  



 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUC Define the following ; forest reserve and animal reserve 

CITIZENSHIP Give two functions of the president of the republic of Cameroon 
List the three arms of government 

HOME ECONS  
CATECHISM The books in the bible that tell the story of Jesus are called the Gospels.Write down the 

name of two gospels you know 

AGRO PASTORAL What is soil ?Name the types of soils you know 

FOURTH MONTH; OCCUPATIONS 

WEEK ONE 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Fill the collective noun.1) A                  of sheep 
2)  A               of army 
3) A                     of teachers 
 

MATHEMATICS Simplify  the following fractions;1)  35/100,  200/500, 
120/400 
2)Find  the hypotenuse of a right  angle triangle with 
perpendicular sides 12cm and 16cm 

HISTORY Who invented  the telescope? 

GEOGRAPHY  
CITIZENSHIP Name the types of elections practised in  

HOME ECONOMICS What do you understand by antenatal clinic? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Draw a tree of causs to effect on  air pollution 

HEALTH EDUCATION Name the senses you know 

TECHNOLOGY A  person who designes buildings is called ? 

AGROPASTORAL Define lifestock and list the different types 

 

WEEK TWO 

MATHEMATICS Find the HCF of 35,14 and 15 

Solve the following  2 2/3 _ 3/4 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

HISTORY Who discover the west Indies? 
Who drew the first map of the world? 

GEOGRAPHY How many countries are found in Central Africa? 

CITIZENSHIP Draw  a  mind map on types of taxes 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Two effects of water pollution 

HEALTH  EDUCATION Give three ways on how to care for the nervous system 

HOME ECONOMICS What is a seam? 
Which kind of seam is used for making children’s wear and blouses 

ICT Name one type of file 

TECHNOLOGY Draw a mind map on types of architectures 



 

 

AGRO PASTORAL Give two advantages of practising life stock farming 

 

 

 

WEEK THREE 

MATHEMATICS  

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Put the verbs in brackets in the future tense 
1)We (work) on the school farm this afternoon 
2) Class six pupils (learn) the sets next week  

HISTORY What do you understand by industrial revolution? In which country 
did it began? And why? ( 3 reasons) 

GEOGRAPHY Give the capitals of the countries found in Central Africa 

CITIZENSHIP What do you understand by jangali tax? 

HEALTH EDUCATION Give two organs of the circulatory system 
Give two functions of the circulatory system 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU How can we manage waste at home? 

HOME ECONOMICS Name three types of washing detergents you know 

ICT How can we print a document 

AGRO PASTORAL What do you understand by veterinary care? 
Give two advantages of veterinary care? 

TECH/ ENG List  five tools of an architect 

CATECHISM Who were the people Jesus wash the feet? 

 

  



 

 

FIFTH MONTH; TRAVELLING 

FIRST WEEK 

ENGLISH  LANGUAGE 1)Fill the empty spaces with the appropriate 
smilie 
As  slow as   
As  truth as      
2) write a composition on the topic  ‘’My best 
subject’’                       
 

MATHEMATICS 
42/5*23/11 

HISTORY  

GEOGRAPHY Define the following terms; Birth rate, mortality 
rate 

CITIZENSHIP Which type of tax is placed on electricity and 
water bills? 

TECH/ENG Who is a plumber? Name two tools of a plumber 

AGRO PASTORAL What is  veterinary care? 

CATECHISM Who was the first disciple who  followed Jesus? 
Who denied Jesus three times when he was 
arrested? 

I C T How do we put data in an ICT device? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Draw a mind map on types of animals 

HEALTH EDUCATION Write down three transmissible diseases you 
know 

 

SECOND WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 

Divide 82/3 by 11/12 

A  cylinder  has  a height  of  8cm and radius of 3.5cm, what is its 
volume given that pie =3.14 

ENGLISH  LANGUAGE Give the comparative and superlative of the words below; 
Clever, beautiful, handsome, good, bad 
 

HISTORY  1)Define the following terms; slavery and slave trade 
2) Who was the first slave to be set free? 

GEOGRAPHY What is population density? 

CITIZENSHIP What do you understand by the high way code? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU What are mammals? Give 3 characteristics of mammals 

ICT Name three internet browsers 

HEALTH  EDUCATION How do we call the male reproductive cell? 

CATECHISM 1)Who help Jesus to carry his cross ? 
2) What is the name of the woman who wipe the face of Jesus? 
 

TECHNOLOGY/ ENG Draw a mind map on types of roads? 

HOME ECONOMICS List the types of floors you know 

 



 

 

 

THIRTH   WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 
Simplify  (2/3 of 1/2:1/4):(13/4+2/3of 41/2) 
Find the average of 2, 5, 0, 9 and 1 

ENGLISH  LANGUAGE  

HISTORY 1)Who was the American president who fought for the abolition of 
slave trade 
2) Who  was the first slave to be set free? 

GEOGRAPHY Define settlement and give the types you know 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Draw a compare and contrast on metamophosis 

HEALTH EDUCATION The female reproductive system is known as? 

CITIZENSHIP Draw a mind map on marriage? 

CATECHISM Who was the good thief in LK 23, 35- 43 

ICT What do you understand by plagiarism? 

Home Economics Define fabrics and name two types  

 

 

  



 

 

SIXTH MONTH; HEALTH 

FIRST WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 1)Calculate the  area of a trapezium whose  height  is  16 cm  and 
parallel  sides are  15cm  and 9cm respectively 
2)Change  1444  base 5  to base 10 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1)Give five words  with the sound spl 
2)Write a composition on the topic ‘’ A day I will never forget ‘’ 

TECH/ENG Give  two words on how to care for pavements 

GEOGRAPHY Give  two  reasons why people migrate 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Draw a plant and name its parts 

HEALTH EDUCATION What do you understand by family planning? 

CITIZENSHIP Give 3  advantages of marriage 

HOME ECONOMICS 1)What do you understand by openings? 
2)Give two types of openings you know 

CATECHISM R A S 

ICT Define  an electronic mail 

 

 

SECOND WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 1)Find the area of a circle with radius 14cm 
2)Which fraction is greater  5/15 or 2/20 

ENGLISH LANG 1)Give three words with the sound thr 

GEOGRAPHY How many continents are in the world? 

HISTORY 1)Give the names of the two countries that partition Cameroon 
2)Give two effects of the partition of Cameroon 

CITIZENSHIP What is bribery? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Draw a leaf and name its parts 

HEALTH EDU What is a first Aid box? 

HOME ECONOMICS Define stains and name two types of stains you know 

ICT What do understand by a computer virus 

CATECHISM What did Jesus told his mother and his disciple while on the cross? 

 

THIRD WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 1)Add 248  and 121  in base 7 
2)Calculate the rate per annum if principle 15000frs, simple interest 1500frs and 
rate 5% 
3)What is the radius of a circular object whose area is 154cm2 given that pie = 
22/7 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Form adverbs from the following adjectives and complete the sentences below. 
1)She talk to his wife very                            ( emotional) 
2)He sang                       during church service(loud) 
3)Ita spoke                      (aggressive) to the thief. 

HISTORY 1)When was the Germano Duala treaty signed? 



 

 

2) Name the two Cameroon chiefs who signed the Germano Duala 

GEOGRAPHY Name the types of vegetation found in Cameroon 

CITIZENSHIP Give five ills of bribery? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU 1)What are health hazards? 
2) Give three health hazards at home 

HEALTH  EDU Give four ways through which water can be made feed for drinking 

HOME ECONOMICS What is laundry? 

ICT Define an anti virus and name the types you know 

CATECHISM Who was the woman who went to the tomb to embalm the body of Jesus after 
his resurrection? 

TECH/ ENG What is telecommunication?  

 

  



 

 

SEVENTH MONTH; SPORT AND LEISURE 

FIRST WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 1)What sum of money will earn an interest of 3,500frs for 2years at 10% 
2)Find the rate at which 18,000frs will earn an interest of 1350frs in 3years. 
3)If the radius of a circle is 3.5cm and the Pii  is 3.14. Find the circumference 

ENGLISH LANG 1)Give the synonym of the words below; hide, weak, bind, blank, trouble 
2)Change the following sentences into the passive  
a)He drove a car 
b)My son broke the glasses 
c)We told the story 

HISTORY 1)Who was the British consult who arrived late to sign the Germano-Duala tready 
2)Who was the longest serving German governor? 
3)Who was the first German governor in Cameroon? 

GEOGRAPHY 1)Which is the highest mountain in the world? 
2)What is a lake? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Define air and give three characteristics of air 

HEALTH  EDU 1)Give two ways on how we can prevent health hazards at home 
2)Give three causes  and two treatment of burns and scalds 

HOME ECONOMICS List four elements use in laying the table 

ICT Give three ways how to care for a computer 

CATECHISM  

TECH/ENG Name the operating systems found in Cameroon 

 

SECOND WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 1)What will be the profit if the cost price of a bag of beans is 17,340frs and the selling 
price 25,650frs 
2)Find the circumference of a circle when the diameter is 26cm 
3) 

Days of 
the 
week 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

No of 
late 
comers 

16 12 15 18 34 

a)Represent  this  information on a bar chart (5mks) 
b)What was the total number of late comers for that week?(2.5mks) 
c)Calculate the average number of late comers per week.(2.5mks) 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE A)Put the sentences in the present perfect tense 
1)They play in the field 
2)It  stop raining 
B)Give the suffixes of the words below; educate, pollute, discuss, subtract 

HISTORY Explain three ways used by the Germans to penetrate in the interior of Cameroon 

GEOGRAPHY List the climatic regions of Cameroon 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU 1)List three health hazards in our communities  
2)Give three ways how we can prevent community health hazards 

HEALTH EDU Give two air borne diseases and how it can be prevented 



 

 

HOME ECONOMICS NB Fastenings 

TECH/ENG Give two ways on how to care for telecommunications devices 

THIRD WEEK 

MATHEMATICS 1)Subtract  315 from 546 In base 9 
2)A woman buys 3 basins of garri at 10,000frs each. If she sold them for 
27,000frs her loss percent will be? 
3)Find the radius of a circle whose circumference is 308mm 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE A) Put the verbs in brackets in the past perfect tense. 
1)Nathan(see) his brother when the police arrived 
2)The stranger (say) Bissi was kind before she left  
B)Provide suitable answers 
a)A word which means ‘’ to do it again’’  
b)Food substances produced by bees 
c)Internal organ with a bean shape 
 

HISTORY Give three groups that resisted the Germans in Cameroon 

GEOGRAPHY Name the types of vegetation found in Cameroon 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Define matter and draw a mind map on types of matter 

HEALTH EDU List some health hazards in school 

HOME ECONOMICS Give two ways on how to feed the baby 

TECH/ENG What is energy and draw a mind map on forms of energy 

CATECHISM 1) When do we celebrate ascension day? 
2)What did Jesus promised to his disciples before ascending into heaven 

  

 

  



 

 

EIGHT MONTH; SPACE AND UNIVERSE 

FIRST WEEK 

  

MATHEMATICS  

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

HISTORY Draw a mind map on German governors in Cameroon 

GEOGRAPHY Give the product of the folowing industries; AES SONEL, CDC, 
HEVECAM, SODECOTTON 

HEALTH EDUCATION 1)What do you understand by vaccination? 
2)Give two importance of vaccination 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Give two effects of environmental  hazards 

HOME ECONOMICS Name three raising agents you know 

TECH/ENG Draw a mind map on sources of energy 

CATECHISM Explain how the holy spirit came on the disciples on pentecost day 

 

 

SECOND WEEK 

MATHEMATICS  42cm Find the area of this shape 
 
2) A boy digs 12holes in 16 days. How long will he take to dig 18holes 
digging at the same rate? 
3)Find the surface area of an open cylinder with radius 28cm and 
height 21cm . Pie = 22/7 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE Put  the verbs in brackets in the present continuos tense 
1)It (rain) today in Debuncha 
2) The traders (go) to the market 
Put the prefix of these words 
a)possible  b)polite 

HISTORY 1)The first car arrived in Cameroon in the year? 
2)Who was the first German teacher in Cameroon? 

GEOGRAPHY How do we call the company incharge of rail way transport in 
Cameroon? 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDU Give three ways how we can prevent environmental hazards 

HEALTH EDU Give the full meaning of AIDS, HIV, STD’s 

HOME ECONOMICS What is budgeting? Give two advantages of budgeting 

CATECHISM Who is at the head of the catholic church 

 


